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SUMMARY

This report gives a wmplete o?emriptionaf the j~
scale wind tunnel oj the .Nai&ma.J
M&wry Committee
jor Aeronatiiu.
Yhe tunn.?l h of the double-retwn
jlow type with a 90 by 60 joot open @ at the test 8eciion.
The air i8 cirmdu$edby two propehm 36 jeet 6 inches in
diameter, .kwuledside by side, and each directly connated to a 4)000-hor8epow slip-ring indwziion motor.
The motor cotirol equipment permit8 varying the 8peed
in 24 8tep8 between .2?6and 118 mi.?+xper hour. The
tunnd h equipped &h a 6-compo&
ba-?urwe
jor obtaining thejorc+%in 3 directimw and th8 mo?nmts abowt
the 3 amx of an airplane. ~ seven dial 8&
of th?
balance sy8tem are oj the recording type, which permti
simultaneowarewrok to be made of alljorcw.
The iUn7M?haz?bwn cdibra$eo?and sunwy8 ham 8hown
ihcd the dynamic-premure d&tril.n&n over thut portion
oj tlu jet which would be owwpied by an airplmw having
a wing span oj @ jeel ti within &Is perceni oj a man
nalue. Ba-sedon the mean velocity oj 118 mi.!wper hour
at the jet, tti r&iO oj th8 kinetic energy pm 8ec0ndto the
energy in@ to th8 prope&?r8per 8econd h fi.84. since
it z% generally rewgnized that a long open jet h a
sowrc.eoj energy loss, tha above$gure b conm-deredw-y
8atiajactoq/.
Comparative test8 on 8everal aixplunes have given
result8 which are in good agreement &h tho8e obtaind
on the same airplaw in $ighi. This jact, together
with information obtaimxl in tti tunnel on Clark Y
airjoils, indicutw that the jfow in the tunnel h sati3jactory and thd the air 8treumha a very 8muL?amount
oj tdulence.
INTRODUCTION

It is a genemdly accepted fact that the aerodynamic
characteristics of a smsll model cannot be directly
applied to a fulhized airplane without using an empirical correction factor to ecrnpemate for the lack of
dynamic similarity. Two methods have been used to
overcome this difficulty. One is to compress the working fluid and vary the kinematic visecsity to compen-
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sate for the reduction in the size of the model. This
method is used in the variabledensity wind tunnel
where teds can be conducted at the same Reynolds
Number as would be experienced in fight. The other
method is to conduct tests on the full+cale airplane.
The variable-density wind tunnel offers a satisfactory means for testing the component parts of an
airplane and is particularly suitable for conducting
fundamental research on airfoil sections and streamline
bodies. However, this equipment has its limitations
when the aerodynamic characteristics of a complete
airplane are desired, especially if the effect of the slipstream is to be considered. It is practically impossible
to build a model of the required size that is a true
reproduction of a complete airplane. This difficulty
is increased by the requirement that the model withstand large forces.
It is apparent that the most sat&factory method of
obtaining aerodynamic characteristics of a complete
airplane is to conduct a full-scale inveatig&tion. Heretofore such investigations have been conducted only in
fight. Because of the variation in atmospheric conditions,it has been necessary to make a large number of
check flights to obtain enough data to average out the
discrepancies. Furthermore, in flight tasting the scope
of experiments is often limited by the fact that the
possible alterations that ean be made are restricted to
those that do not seriously atlect the weight or airworthiness of the airplane. In order to provide a
means of full-mile investigation by which the conditions can be controlled and a.h$erationsmade without
serious limitations, the full-scale wind tunnel has been
erected. Of course, only the steady-flight conditions
can be readily investigated in the wind tunnel, but the
execution of this work in the tunnel will facilitate fuUwale testing and allow the fligh&research personnel of
the laboratory to concentrate on those problems
possible of solution only in flight.
The full-scale wind tunnel may be used to determine
the lift and drag charaoteristies of a complete airplane,
to study the control and stability characteristics both
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with and without the slipstream, and to study body

interference. In addition, equipment has been installed to determine the direction and velocity of the
flow at any point around an airplane. Aircraft engine
cooling and cowling problems can also be investigated
under conditions similar to those in flight.
The design of the full+xile wind tunnel was started
in 1929. Since this was to be the first wind tunnel
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tunnelwas started in the spring of 1930; it was completed and operated for the tit time in the spring
of 1931.
DESCRIPTION

OF TUNNEL

The general arrangement of the tunnel is shown in
figure 1 and an external view of the building is given
in figge 2. The tunnel is of the double-return flow
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FIGUEE L—Plea and ehatbn ofthetunnel.

constructed with an elliptic throat and with two propellers mounted eide by side, a j&scale model was constructed to study the flow problems. Very satisfactory
flow conditions were obtained in the model tunnel.
This piece of equipment is now being*used for smallscale testing. Construction of the full-scale wind
.

type with an open throat having a horizontal dimension
of 60 feet and a vertical dimension of 30 feet, On either
side of the test chamber is a return paasage 60 feet
wide, with the height varying from 46 to 72 feet.
The entire equipment is housed in a structure, the
outside walls of which serve as the outer walls of the
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return passages. The over-all length of the tunnel is mately 30 by 40 feet, which provide excellent lighting
434 feet 6 inches, the width 222 feet, and the maximum conditions for daytime operation; eight 1,000-watt
height 97 feet. “The framework k“ of structural steel I flood lights provide adequati artificial fiumination for
tm~ the walls and roof are of jh-inch corrugated night ~pera-tion. Att~-hed to the roof trusses and
cement asbestos sheets. The entrance and exit cones running acrow the test chamber at right angles to the
are constructed of 2-inch wood planking, attached to a air stream and also in the direction of the air stream
are tracks for an electric crane which lifts the airplanes
steel frame rmd covered on the inside with gslvmized
sheet metil as a protection against tie.
onto the balance.
Exit cone.—Forward of the propellers and located
Entrance coneo—The entrance cone is 75 feet in
length and in this distance the cross section changw
on the center line of the tunnel is. a smooth fairing
which transforms the somewhat elliptic section of the
from a rectangle 72 by 110 feet to a 30 by 60 foot
elliptic section. The area reduction in the entrance single passage into two circular ones at the propellers.
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cone is slightly less than 5:1. The shape of the
entrance co-ne %M chosen to give as fax as possible a
constant acceleration to the air stream and to reti
a
9-foot length of nozzle for dkecting the flow.
Test &amber,—The test chamber, in which ~
located the working section of the jet, is 80 by 122
feet. The length of the jet, or the distance between
the end of the entrance cone and the smalleat cross
section of the exit-cone collector, is 71 feet. Doors 20
by 40 feet located in the walls of the return passage
on one side provide access for airplanes. In the roof
of the test chamber are two skylights, each approxi-

VfOW OfthOtUINld.

From the propellers aft, the exit cone is divided into
two passages and each transforms in the length of 132
feet from a 35-foot 6%-inch circular section to a 46-foot
square. The included angle between the sides of each
passage is 6°.
Propellers.-The Tropellera are located side by aide
and 48 feet aft of the throat of the exit+cone bell. The
propellers are 35 feet 5 inches in diameter and each
consists of four cast aluminum alloy bladea screwed
into a cast-steel hub.
Motors.—The most commonly used power plant for
operating a wind tunnel is a direct+mrrent motor and
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motor-generator set with Ward Leonard control system.
For the Ml-scale wind tunmd it was found that ah%rnati.ngcurrent slip-ring induction motors, together with
satisfacto~ control equipment, could be purchased for
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of speed one pole change was provided and the other
variations are obtained by the introduction of resistance
in the rotor circuit. This control permits a variation
in air speed from 25 to 118 miles per hour. The two
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FIGURE 3.-ac3lematic dlaw3ngof the Id9nm.

approximately 30 percimt less than the direct-current motors are connected through an automatic switchboard
equipment. Two 4,000-horsepower slip-ring induction I to one drum-type controller located in the test chammotors with 24 steps of speed between 75 and 300 r.pm.
bar. All the control equipment is interlocked and
were therefore installed. In order to obtain the range connected through time-limit relays, so that regardless
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of how fast the controller handle is moved the motors
will increase in speed at regular intervals.
The motors are provided with ball and roller
bearings, which reduce the friction losses to a minimum.
Roller bearings of 8.5- and 11.8-inch bores are provided
at the slip-ring and propeller ends respectively, while
the thrust of the propellem is taken on a ball bearing
at the rear end of each motor shaft. The motors are
mounted with the rotor shafts centered in the exit-cone
passagss. The motors and supporting structure are
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opposite end of-the tunnel have chords of 3 feet 6 inches
and are spaced at 0.41 of a chord length. By a proper
adjustment of the angular setting of the vanes, a satisfactory velocity distribution has been obtained and no
honeycomb has been found necessary.
Balance,-The balance, which is of the 6-component
type, is shown diagmmmatically in &me 3. Ball and
socket fittings at the top of each of the struts A hold the
axles of the airplane to be tested; the tail is attached
to the triangular frame B. These struts are secured to

akPlanOKc3dyfor ted In the tmmd.

enclosed in fairings so that they offer a minimum
resistance to the air flow.
Guide vanes,—The air is turned at the four corners
of each return passage by guide vanes. The vanes are
of the curved-airfoil type formed by two intersecting
area with a rounded nose. The arcs were so chosen as
to give a practically constant arm through the varm.
The vanea at the fit two corners back of the propellem have chords of 7 feet and are spaced at 0.45
and 0.47 of a chord length, respectively. Those at the

the turntable C, which is at&hed to the floating frame
D. This frame rests on the struts ~ which transmit the
lift forces to the scales F. The drag linkage G is
attached to the floating frame on the center line and,
working against a known counterweight H, transmits
the drag force to the scale J. The crow-wind force
linkages K are attached to the floating tie
on the
fkont and rear sides at the center line. These linkages,
working against l.mowncounterweights L, transmit the
cross-wind force to scaka M. In the above manner the
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forcw in three directions are measured and by combining the forces and the proper lever arms, the pitching,
rolling, and yawing moments can be computed.
The scales are of the dial type and are provided
with solenoid-operahd printing devices. When the
proper test condition is obtained, a push-button
switch is momentarily closed and the readings on all
seven scales are recorded simultaneously, eliminating
the possibility of personal errors.

FOR AERONAUTICS

free from the baIance. In figure 4 it can be seen that o
very limited amount of the supporting ‘structure is
exposed to the air stream. The tare-drag measurements are therefore reduced to a minimum.
Survey equipment,-Attached to the bottom chord
of the roof trusses is a 55-foot structural steel bridge
(fig. 5), which can be rolled across the full width of
the test chamber; mounted on this bridge is a cur
which can be rolled along the entire length. Suspended

Fmtm3 S.—Yaw, Pitd, and pitotsm-voyapfmatm in pcuition
form-my

The triariguhr fkame B is caused to tehxmope by
electrically operated screws which raises and lowem
the tail of the airplane and thereby varies the angle of
rittack. By a similar mechanism the turntable C can
be moved so as to yaw the airplane horn 20° left to
20° right.
The entire floating frame and scale assembly is enclosed in a room for protection from air currents and the
supporting struts are shielded by streamlined fairings
which are secured to the roof of the balance room and

at tailof&piano.

below the car is a combined pitot, pitch, and yaw tube
which can be raised or lowered and pitched or yawed
by gearing with electrical control on the car. This
arrangement permits the alinement of the tube with
the air flow at any point around an airplane. The
alinement of the tube is indicated by null readings on
the &mhol manometers connected to the pitch and
yaw openings in the head and the angle of pitch or yaw
is read from calibrated Veeder counters connected to
the electric operating motors. This equipment is very
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static pressure is within + 1 percent of the mean
dynamic pressure at the test section.
Two wall plates with static ofices are located in
CALIBRATIONS
AND TESTS
each return passage just ahead of the guide vanes at
the entramx+cone end of the tunnel. The oritices are
The velocity distribution has been m&sured over
connected
by a common pressure line, which is led to
severril planes at right angles to the jet, but the plane
representing approximately the location of the wings a micromsmometer on the control desk in the twt
chamber. The other side of the manometer is left open
of an airplane during tests was most completely
explored. The dynamic-pressure distribution over the to the test-chamber pressure. This installation has
area that would be occupied during tests by an airp- been calibrated against the average dynamic pressure
determined by pitot surveys of the jet at the test
lane with a wing span of 45 feet is within + 1Xpercent
valuable for studying the dowmvash behind wings and
the flow around the tail surfaces of an airplane.

FIGURE6.—A 6by 36feetCbIk Y afrfoil mounted fn the

tiL

of~a mean value. It is possible to improve the distri- ] location and it is used to determine the dynamic head
during tests.
bution by further adjustment of the guide vanes.
A series of Clark Y airfoils of the same aspect ratio,
However, tests alreudy conducted in the tunnel indicate
that the present distribution does not detrimentally but with spans of 12, 24, 36, and 48 feet, have been
affeot the results. This fact has been shown by the tested at the same Reynolds Number to determine the
jet-boundary correction. Tests have also been made
excellent agreement which has been obtained between
to determine the blocking eilect of an airplane in the
the tunnel and flight results.
A survey of the static pressure along the axis of the jet. The results of the complete invcdigation will be
tunnel showed that the longitudinal pressure gradient presented in a separate report.
Using the mean velocity across the jet of 118 miles
is small, as evidenced by the fact that between 11 and
per hour for computing the kinetic energy per second
36 feet from the entrance cone the variation of the
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at the working section and dividing this by the energy
input to the propellers per second
%p AV3
550 xb.hp. input
gives an energy ratio for the tunnel of z.s4. This
ratio, considering the length of the open jet, compares
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while the tare forces are measured. The tare-drag
coefficient determined in the above manner has been
of the order of 25 percent of the minimum drag
coefficient of the airplanes tested.
When testing airfoils the airplane supports are
replaced by those shown in figure 6. The angle of
attack is changed by displacing the rear support arms
and rotating the airfoil about pins in the top of the
main supports The rear support arms are moved by
linkages, which are connected to long screws on the
back of the main supports, and the screws are operated
by hand cranks inside the balance house. The tare
drag of this support system is exceptionally small and
mnounts to only 3 percent of the minimum dragofa6
by 36 foot Clark Y i3i.lfOd.
The lift and drag characteridica have been measured
in the tunnel on several airplaneswhich had been previously tested in tl.ight and their polara determined.
These tests were conductid to obtain a check between
the hinnel results and those from flight tests. A comparison of the results from the two methods of testing
for one of the airplanes, the Fairchild F-22, is shown in.
iigure 7. The wind-tunnel results me shown by the
solid lines and the flight results are presented by the
experimental points. These curves are representative
of the results obtained with the different airplanes.
The agreement that has been obtained between the
flight and full-scale tunnel results, together with the
consistent manner in .-which measurements can be
repeated when check teds are make, has demonstrated
the accuracy and value of the equipment for aeronautical research.

very favorably with the most efficient open-throat

tunnels now in operation and exceeds the efficiency
expected when the tunnel was designed.
Before force measurements are made on an airplane,
the airplano is suspended from the roof trussesby cables
and held within one half inch from the balance supports
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